High-dose methotrexate in the treatment of adult acute lymphoblastic leukemia.
The application of high-dose treatment elements has an increasing importance in the therapy of acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). High-dose methotrexate (HDMTX) has been introduced in clinical trials more than 20 years ago, since it has several theoretical advantages compared to conventional dose methotrexate. These trials revealed that the efficacy and toxicity of HDMTX depends on features such as dose level, infusion time, combination regimen and schedule of leucovorin rescue. Particularly the application of controlled leucovorin rescue and improved supportive care enabled the application of increasing doses of HDMTX in the treatment of childhood and adult ALL within a variety of schedules and at dose levels mostly ranging between 0.5 g/m2 and 5.0 g/m2. In childhood ALL, first devised to replace CNS irradiation in the prophylaxis of CNS relapse HDMTX has contributed to the reduction of bone marrow relapses particularly in low risk B-lineage ALL. In addition it proved to be an effective therapy element for prophylaxis and treatment of CNS disease. At least in low risk ALL CNS irradiation could be safely replaced by repeated cycles of HDMTX with additional intrathecal therapy. In adult ALL only few of the successful treatment approaches with HDMTX have been investigated up to now. The results indicate that HDMTX has a beneficial effect with regard to overall outcome in adult B-lineage ALL. It provides effective CNS prophylaxis in combination with intrathecal therapy. In mature B-ALL HDMTX proved to be one of the most effective treatment elements and contributed to an impressive improvement of outcome in this subgroup. For T-ALL however sufficient data do not exist either in childhood or in adult ALL. Since HDMTX is an effective treatment element with manageable acute and long-term toxicity, its role in the management of adult ALL should be explored more intensively.